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PowerPlan Overview  

Quick Reference Guide 

 

Note: For steps on how to order pre-built orders 
with a Powerplans or to access shared 
PowerPlans, please refer to specific Powerplan 
QRGs below: 

Ordering Cross Encounter PowerPlans QRG 

Accessing a Shared PowerPlan QRG 

 

 

1. Powerplan Overview 

A PowerPlan is indicated by a yellow icon , 

and is a set of orders that are grouped together to 
communicate care for a patient.  

An order can be related to: 

1. Patient care (PIVC insertion, vital signs, 
height & weight etc.).  

2. Plans of care with identified 
clinical/functional outcomes.  

3. Investigations including pathology, 
radiology and procedural (e.g. ECG).  

4. Medications, intravenous fluids, blood 
products and nutritional supplements. 

5. Consults to other clinicians.  

PowerPlan Phases 

PowerPlans can be single phase or multi-phase: 

 Single Phase – there is only a single group 
of orders available within the PowerPlan.  

 Multi-Phase – there are several phases to 
the PowerPlan and the clinician can place 
orders from different subgroups which can 
be managed independently of each other.  

Single Phase PowerPlan 

 

 
 
 

Multi-Phase PowerPlan 

 

PowerPlan Icons 

 The Notifications icon         provides a 
hyperlink to state-wide guidelines.  

 The Pushpin/yellow note icon          

indicates a comment .  

 The Clipboard icon         represents an 
order.  

 The Reference Text icon        opens a new 
window containing relevant reference text.  

 The Dose Calculator icon         indicates 
the calculator will be invoked for this order.  

 The Pharmacy Verification icon        
indicates that the order is yet to be verified 
by a pharmacist. This icon will only appear 
once the PowerPlan is initiated. 
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2. Adding Orders to a PowerPlan 

1. If ordering a Multi-phase Powerplan, 
ensure the appropriate phase is selected 

2.  Click the Add To Phase button. 

 

3. Select the relevant order Type (e.g. 
inpatient)  

4. Search and select the order that you wish 
to add to your PowerPlan 

 
5. Click Done and the order will now appear 

in your PowerPlan. Complete required 
details. 

 

 

3. Ordering Excluded Components 

If further orders from a phase of a PowerPlan that 
has already been initiated are required, you can 
view components of the phase that were not 
previously ordered. 

1. Navigate to the initiated PowerPlan in the 
Orders tab. 

2. Select the required phase of the 
PowerPlan. 

3. Click on the double light bulb icon  at 
the top left side of the PowerPlan to View 
Excluded Components. 

4. Select and complete any required orders 
available in the phase that were not 
previously ordered. 

5. Click on Orders for Signature 
6. Review orders and then Sign. 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 


